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Abstract—In the cloud, multiple tenants share the resource of datacenters and their applications compete with each other for scarce network bandwidth. Current studies have shown that the lack of bandwidth guarantee causes unpredictable network performance, leading to poor application performance. To address this issue, several virtual network abstractions have been proposed which allow the tenants to reserve virtual clusters with specified bandwidth between the Virtual Machines (VMs) in the datacenters. However, all these existing proposals require the tenants to deterministically characterize the bandwidth demands in the abstractions, which can be difficult and result in inefficient bandwidth reservation due to the demand uncertainty. In this paper, we explore a virtual cluster abstraction with stochastic bandwidth characterization to address the bandwidth demand uncertainty. We propose Stochastic Virtual Cluster (SVC), which models the bandwidth demand between VMs in a probabilistic way. Based on SVC, we develop a stochastic framework for virtual cluster allocation, in which the admitted virtual cluster’s bandwidth demands are satisfied with a high probability. Efficient VM allocation algorithms are proposed to implement the framework while reducing the possibility of link congestion through minimizing the maximum bandwidth occupancy of a virtual cluster on physical links. Using simulations, we show that SVC achieves the trade-off between the job concurrency and the average job running time, and demonstrate its effectiveness for accommodating cloud application workloads with highly volatile bandwidth demands and its improvement to work-conserving bandwidth enforcement.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Based on modern virtualization of datacenters, cloud computing delivers cost-effective and powerful Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) for a wide spectrum of applications like Web services and Hadoop [1]. However, in the shared and multi-tenant cloud network infrastructures, the competition of applications for the scarce network resources has caused unpredictable application performance in the cloud [2]. The lack of guaranteed network bandwidth causes variable data transmission latency and job completion time, leading to poor job scheduling and datacenter throughput [3], [4].

Recently, several virtual network abstractions [5], [6], [7], [8] have been proposed, which specify a virtual cluster (alternatively, a virtual datacenter) required by the tenants and the bandwidth requirements between VMs. They explicitly enable the tenants to accurately specify their bandwidth demands for their virtual clusters while enabling efficient bandwidth provision in datacenter networks. SecondNet [5] aims to guarantee end-to-end bandwidth for each pair of virtual machines (in short, VMs). Oktopus [6] introduces a virtual cluster model that requires a virtual topology comprising N VMs connected to a virtual switch with virtual links having bandwidth capacity specified by the tenants. Considering that many cloud applications have time-varying bandwidth requirements, a temporarily-interleaved virtual cluster model TIVC [7] is proposed. It allows the tenants to specify different bandwidth demands at different time intervals. CloudMirror [8] drives the network abstraction based on the application communication structure instead of the horse model.

While these methods provide efficient bandwidth reservation to the tenants, they require reliable and deterministic estimate of bandwidth demand among VMs; the bandwidth requirement is estimated based on the profiling runs and the analysis of the cloud applications.

Unfortunately, recent measurement studies [9], [10] show that the network traffic is highly volatile in production datacenters. Since the above bandwidth guarantee approaches [5], [6], [7], [8] require deterministic bandwidth specification in virtual network abstractions, they have to specify over-provisioned bandwidth to deal with the stochastic traffic. This can lead to insufficient bandwidth provision for guaranteeing application predictability, inefficient network utilization, significant resource waste to cloud providers and high costs to tenants. It has been shown that the stochastic traffic has impact on various aspects of traffic engineering, such as link utilization and bandwidth provisioning [11]. It is also a difficult task for a tenant to determine the accurate amount of bandwidth that the virtual cluster needs at the running time due to demand uncertainty. To remedy these shortfalls, this paper develops a stochastic bandwidth allocation approach for virtual clusters, which takes into account the demand uncertainty based on the stochastic characterization of the bandwidth demand.

The primary contribution of this paper is to explore a new network allocation abstraction called Stochastic Virtual Cluster (SVC). It extends the virtual cluster abstraction with probabilistic distributions of bandwidth demand on virtual links to capture the traffic uncertainty and variance of cloud applications. The distributional information typically can be derived by statistical procedures for forecasting network traffic from measurements [12], [13]. Such information has not been exploited in existing solutions for bandwidth guarantee.

With using the demand distribution information, SVC aims to address the insufficiency of existing virtual network abstractions for handling traffic burstiness and demand uncertainty, and is expected to improve the network utilization. Several works like Gatekeeper [14], EyeQ [15] and ElasticSwitch [16] are proposed to ad-
dress these issues through work-conserving rate control at runtime. They enforce the minimum bandwidth guarantee specified by the horse model through the admission control of virtual clusters and proper VM placement. The traffic burstiness is handled by dynamically increasing the rate beyond the deterministic bandwidth specification in the abstraction to achieve work-conservation. However, because these approaches use the hose model with deterministic bandwidth, they place VMs without respect to traffic burstiness and the resulting virtual cluster allocations are not optimal for stochastic bandwidth demands. The VM placement oblivious to traffic burstiness may let the bursty flows from different VM pairs go across the same link. The dynamical rate adjustment would further cause bandwidth competition among these virtual clusters and link congestion. If the VMs of virtual clusters are admitted and placed with the consideration of traffic dynamics, that is, the VMs are placed to prevent bursty traffic from different VM pairs sharing the same links, the performance gain can be increased for dynamic rate adjustment. With specifying stochastic bandwidth demand, the proposed SVC abstraction provides opportunity for us to address the traffic burstiness and improve network utilization at an earlier time, i.e., during the network planning phase conducting admission control and VM placement. Thus, while our work is orthogonal to these existing works [14], [15], [16], they can be integrated together to improve the network utilization and performance for virtual cluster allocation.

Based on SVC, we propose a stochastic framework for virtual cluster allocation, where the bandwidth demands of virtual clusters in the datacenter are satisfied with a high probability. In this framework, virtual cluster admission and VM placement take into account the effect of statistical bandwidth multiplexing with ensuring probabilistic bandwidth guarantee for all the admitted virtual clusters. Being aware of bandwidth demand uncertainty for virtual cluster allocation, this framework improves the network utilization and job concurrency in the clouds, and thus provides better performance guarantee to cloud applications with highly volatile bandwidth demands.

To implement such a framework, a fundamental problem is how to allocate VMs in a physical datacenter for an SVC abstraction while ensuring the probabilistic bandwidth guarantee for all tenants. To solve the problem, as opposed to previous approaches proposed for allocating deterministic virtual clusters [6], [7], [8], we need to characterize the bandwidth occupancy on any links for a virtual cluster and establish the condition for a valid VM allocation in a probabilistic manner. Also, we point out that previous VM allocation algorithms, although providing good locality of VMs in a virtual cluster, is not optimal in terms of the bandwidth occupancy of physical links. In this paper, we derive the condition for a valid VM allocation that provides probabilistic bandwidth guarantee. Based on that, we then propose a dynamic programming based VM allocation algorithm that finds the optimal allocation for a virtual cluster within the lowest-level subtree with the goal to minimize its bandwidth occupancy on physical links in order to reduce the possibilities of link congestion. Furthermore, we consider the SVC model with heterogeneous bandwidth demands that may follow different probability distributions, and develop a heuristic algorithm towards finding the optimal VM allocation.

In summary, the contributions of this paper are as follows.

- We devise efficient VM allocation algorithms for SVC with homogeneous and heterogeneous bandwidth demands, which not only achieve good locality but also minimize the bandwidth occupancy of the virtual cluster on physical links.
- We extend SVC with minimum bandwidth guarantee such that it can be incorporated with the bandwidth enforcement approaches for work-conserving bandwidth guarantee.
- We demonstrate the effectiveness of SVC and our network sharing solution with SVC by extensive simulations. The results show SVC yields better performance to cloud applications with highly volatile bandwidth demands and achieves the trade-off between the job concurrency and average job running time, compared with previous deterministic bandwidth abstractions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related work. Section 3 describes our SVC model and the stochastic framework for virtual cluster allocation with probabilistic bandwidth guarantee. Section 4 and Section 5 present the VM allocation algorithms for SVC with homogeneous and heterogeneous bandwidth demand, respectively. Section 7 shows our simulation results.

2 Related Work

2.1 Network Sharing in Clouds

Given that the lack of bandwidth guarantee can significantly degrade the performance of cloud applications, several network sharing solutions for multi-tenant datacenters have been proposed [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [17], [18]. These solutions have different policies for sharing the bandwidth, including bandwidth reservation [5], [6], [7], [8] and weight proportional bandwidth sharing [4], [17], [18].

Secondnet [5] and Oktopus [6] provide bandwidth guarantee through deterministic bandwidth reservations in the network. Secondnet [5] proposes a virtual datacenter abstraction which specifies the bandwidth requirements among each VM pair. A central controller determines the flow rate and the path for each VM-to-VM pair and inform the end hosts. Based on the hose model, Oktopus [6] proposes a virtual cluster abstraction for network reservation, in which a virtual cluster request \( (N, B) \) requires a virtual topology comprising \( N \) machines connected by links of bandwidth \( B \) to a virtual switch. ITVC [7] extends the virtual cluster model of Oktopus [6] with time-varying bandwidth reservation in order to capture the time-varying networking requirement of cloud applications. In [19], the virtual cluster model is further extended for allowing heterogeneous bandwidth requirements for different VMs. The algorithm proposed in [19] addresses the allocation of virtual clusters with heterogeneous bandwidth demand. It improves the search efficiency by dividing \( 2^N \) possible subsets of \( N \) VMs into \( N^2 \) groups and examining the allocatability of VM subsets by group. The hose model based abstractions like Oktopus and ITVC well address batch processing applications like MapReduce and Pregel that typically have all-to-all communication structures. However, for the applications with different communication structures like multi-tiered applications, the hose model based abstractions can cause low resource utilization. To address this issue, CloudMirror [8] drives the virtual network topology based on the application communication structures. By accurately capturing real communication patterns among VMs, it can effectively reduce the bandwidth reserved for the virtual cluster and improve rejection rate of virtual cluster requests from tenants.
the network abstractions in CloudMirror, it is required to know the type of applications, their communication structures and to decide different functions for different VMs among tiers. In our work, we focus on showing the advantage of incorporating bandwidth demand uncertainty information in the network abstractions rather than considering application communication structures. Thus, we assume unknown application communication structures or simple all-to-all communication structures and choose host model based abstractions.

To achieve bandwidth guaranteed virtual to physical mapping for different virtual network abstractions, the previous works also propose various VM allocation algorithms and the mechanisms to enforce the bandwidth guarantee. The work [20] also considers the dynamic scaling of virtual cluster abstractions in terms of the number of VMs and bandwidth requirement in Oktopus and proposes efficient VM allocation algorithms to support it. However, they require exact and deterministic bandwidth demand information for the virtual network abstractions, which is difficult to obtain due to traffic burstiness and demand uncertainty. These approaches have to specify over-provisioned bandwidth for virtual networks to deal with the stochastic traffic. While ensuring the network performance isolation among different tenants, these approaches enforce bandwidth guarantee through static provision of link bandwidth. Thus, they are not work-conserving, which leads to inefficient utilization of the network bandwidth.

Gatekeeper [14] and EyeQ [15] are two work-conserving solutions for bandwidth guarantee. They enforce the minimum bandwidth guarantees with using the hose model as virtual network abstractions. Based on the assumption that the core of the network fabric is congestion-free and the bottlenecks occur at the endpoint links, they ensure minimum bandwidth guarantee while achieving work-conservation through rate-based congestion control at end-points. Another work-conserving mechanism for bandwidth guarantee enforcement, named ElasticSwitch [16], is proposed recently. ElasticSwitch transforms the bandwidth guarantee specified by the hose model into pairwise VM-to-VM rate-limits. It achieves work conservation by dynamically increasing the rate-limits when the network is not congested. The problem of these approaches is that their admission control and VM placement of virtual clusters do not take into account the traffic burstiness, because they are based on the hose model with deterministic bandwidth requirement. This may lead to inefficient VM placement with regard to network utilization. Even with the dynamic rate allocation at runtime, it would limit the room for improvement of network utilization.

Another type of network sharing solutions, such as Seawall [4], Netshare [18] and FairCloud [17], share the network bandwidth proportionally based on weights. Seawall [4] proposes a VM-level congestion control approach to ensure the share of bandwidth obtained by per source VM in each congested network link is proportional to its weight. The congestion control approach adjusts rates with weighted additive rate increase and multiplicative rate decrease functions. Netshare [18] proposes a hierarchical weighted max-min fair sharing mechanism which allocates the bandwidth to services according to their weights with a central controller. For each service, Netshare allocates its bandwidth equally to its TCP connections. Faircloud [17] describes a comprehensive set of properties for cloud network sharing, including proportionality, minimum bandwidth guarantee, work conservation, etc. It proposes three allocation policies to navigate the tradeoff space among these properties. A bandwidth allocation algorithm, Falloc [21] is proposed, that uses the cooperative game model to solve the datacenter bandwidth allocation problem with achieving both minimum bandwidth guarantee and proportional bandwidth share for the residual bandwidth. Seawall and Netshare cannot provide minimum bandwidth guarantees, because the proportion of bandwidth allocation on the links depends on other source VMs or tenants and can be arbitrarily reduced. Although a policy PS-P in Faircloud can provide minimum bandwidth guarantee, it requires extra hardware support of switches and tree-based datacenter topologies.

2.2 Statistical Traffic Engineering
A statistical traffic engineering framework [11] has been proposed for optimizing bandwidth provisioning and route selection under demand uncertainty. It uses probabilistic distribution of demands as inputs for off-line optimization with respect to the paths serving end-to-end traffic demand and the amount of provisioned bandwidth on these paths. The optimization objective is to maximize the revenue obtained from serving demands. The numerical results show that demand uncertainty has significant impacts on mean revenue and utilization. In this paper we integrate distributional information of bandwidth demands into virtual network abstraction for bandwidth guarantee, in order to optimize the admission of virtual clusters and VM placement under demand uncertainty with the goal to improve the network utilization.

3 STOCHASTIC NETWORK ABSTRACTION AND FRAMEWORK
In this section we introduce a new virtual cluster network abstraction with stochastic bandwidth demand to account for demand uncertainty, and propose a stochastic framework for virtual cluster allocation with probabilistic bandwidth guarantee.

3.1 Stochastic Virtual Cluster Model
Highly dynamic bandwidth usage of cloud applications [9], [10] indicates the need for a new networking abstraction that can express the demand uncertainty of application networking requirement. To this end, we propose a novel network abstraction called Stochastic Virtual Cluster model (SVC) that captures the bandwidth demand uncertainty of cloud applications.

The SVC abstraction (shown in Fig. 1) consists of a virtual cluster of $N$ nodes VM 1, ..., VM $N$, connected to a switch, via links of bandwidth $B_1$, ..., $B_N$ respectively, similar to the virtual cluster model in [6]. However, there are two key differences. First, the bandwidth for each link is a random variable, instead of a constant value in the previous work [6]. This not only avoids the need for reliable bandwidth estimate which is impossible for

![Fig. 1: Virtual cluster model with stochastic bandwidth demand.](image-url)
highly dynamic network traffic, but also improves the utilization of datacenter resources and the performance of cloud applications by efficiently capturing the uncertainty of the future bandwidth usage of applications, as shown in our simulations. Second, the links can have heterogeneous bandwidth, i.e., the bandwidth of different links have different probability distributions, instead of homogeneous constant bandwidth demand for all VMs [6]. This provides more flexibility to characterize the diverse bandwidth needs of tenants’ applications.

The first step to derive a SVC abstraction for the customers’ cloud applications is to estimate the probability distributions of bandwidth demands of VMs in their jobs. Similar to previous works [5], [6], [7], cloud customers can conduct the profiling runs before the production runs of their applications, during which the traffic usage information of VMs is sampled at all VMs to log all communications between VMs with network tools such as tcptrace, or sFlow and NetFlow that are already supported by software switches like Open vSwitch (OVS). With the bandwidth usage samples during the profiling runs, the probability distribution of bandwidth demands can be estimated for every VM. Then, the customers can have the final SVC model description for the production runs of their cloud applications, which specifies the number of VMs $N$ and the distribution information of $B_1, \ldots, B_N$. Note that the profiling step adds additional overhead but the overhead can be amortized and drastically reduced when the same type of cloud applications with the same input size is repeatedly run many times.

### 3.2 Probabilistic Bandwidth Guarantee for Stochastic Bandwidth Demand

For a virtual cluster with deterministic bandwidth, the amount of reserved bandwidth on any physical links only depends on the placement of its VMs. The bandwidth is guaranteed via enforcing sufficient bandwidth provision of the physical links that connect the virtual cluster’s VMs and enforcing bandwidth reservation by rate limiting at VMs or switches. For SVC model, however, the problem of bandwidth guarantee is different due to the stochastic bandwidth requirement. In this paper we introduce probabilistic bandwidth guarantee for SVC.

We first characterize bandwidth occupation of $K$ allocated virtual clusters with stochastic bandwidth demands on a physical link $L$. Let $C_L$ be the bandwidth capacity of link $L$. We assume that the virtual clusters with deterministic and stochastic bandwidth requirements co-exist. A deterministic portion of link bandwidth is reserved for the deterministic virtual clusters, and the residual bandwidth is shared among the stochastic virtual clusters. Denote the total amount of the reserved bandwidth for deterministic virtual clusters on link $L$ by $D_L$. Then, as shown in Fig. 2, the residual bandwidth $S_L = C_L - D_L$ is shared among $K$ stochastic virtual clusters, called stochastic sharing bandwidth.

Let $B_1^L, \ldots, B_K^L$ be the random bandwidth demands of $K$ virtual clusters on link $L$, as shown in Fig. 2. The probabilistic bandwidth guarantee for these $K$ virtual clusters means that link $L$ can satisfy their bandwidth demands with a high probability $1 - \epsilon$, i.e.,

$$\Pr(\sum_{i=1}^{K} B_i^L > S_L) < \epsilon. \quad (1)$$

This inequality describes that the bandwidth outage on link $L$ is only allowed to happen with a small probability $\epsilon$. For a specific virtual cluster with bandwidth $B_i^L$, the inequality (1) indicates $Pr(B_i^L < S_L - \sum_{j\neq i} B_j^L) > 1 - \epsilon$, i.e., the bandwidth of this virtual cluster is guaranteed with a high probability. The parameter $\epsilon$ is indeed a risk factor for link bandwidth shortage with regard to the tenants’ demands. It can be determined by the cloud provider as a part of a service level agreement.

### 3.3 Framework for Virtual Cluster Allocation

The above stochastic virtual cluster abstraction with probabilistic bandwidth guarantee defines a framework for virtual cluster admission and VM placement that takes into account the demand uncertainty.

In our framework, provided the virtual cluster request from a tenant with the probability distribution of bandwidth demand, the admission control mechanism with an efficient VM placement algorithm determines if the virtual cluster can be deployed on the physical network without violating the probabilistic bandwidth guarantees for all the existing tenants. A network manager in the data center, upon receiving a tenant request, performs admission control and VM placement, with physical links satisfying the bandwidth requirements in terms of the probabilistic constraint (1).

The SVC based framework aims to find proper allocation of virtual clusters with the consideration of bandwidth demand uncertainty. To solve the VM allocation problem in an online fashion, the network manager maintains the up-to-date status of the datacenter network, including (1) the datacenter network topology; (2) the empty slots in each physical machine (PM, for short); (3) the stochastic sharing bandwidth $S_L$ on each physical link $L$, calculated from counting the allocations of deterministic virtual clusters running in the datacenter; (4) the probability distribution of bandwidth demand of any existing SVC allocations on each link. Our design of VM allocation algorithm focuses on tree topology. Such a topology is hierarchical, in which machines are grouped into racks and the Top-of-Rack (ToR) switches are in turn connected to higher level switches. In today’s datacenters, the network can have more complex topologies like multi-rooted trees and fat-trees. Our algorithms can be applied to these tree-like topologies because they are also hierarchical and recursively composed of sub-trees at each level. Because these networks usually use load balancing techniques to spread traffic across multiple equal cost paths, as discussed in [7], our algorithms can follow the same strategy to be applied here, by regarding multiple links from each PM or switch that are used in multiple equal cost paths to the same destination as a single aggregation link. The bandwidth reservation on an aggregation link can be enforced by having equal reservation split among the multiple physical links in the aggregate.

An SVC request from tenants specifies the number of VMs $N$, and the probability distribution of each VM’s bandwidth demand, denoted by $P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_N$. For instance, when the bandwidth demand follows normal distribution, the probability distribution is given by its mean and variance. After receiving the request, the network manager tries to find $N$ empty VM slots to place requested VMs such that each physical link can still satisfy the constraint (1) for all stochastic bandwidth demands it carries. Note that the
tenants can also specify constant bandwidth demand for each VM in SVC as in the traditional virtual cluster proposed in [6]. The deterministic and stochastic bandwidth allocation can co-exist in the datacenters in our framework.

4 VIRTUAL MACHINE ALLOCATION FOR HOMOGENEOUS BANDWIDTH DEMAND

In this section, we address the VM allocation problem for SVC model with homogeneous bandwidth demand, which means that the bandwidth demand of every VM follows the same probability distribution, i.e., \( P_i = P \) (\( 1 \leq i \leq N \)). The VM allocation problem has been shown to be NP-hard for deterministic virtual cluster model [6], [19]. To solve the problem, we first derive the condition of a valid VM allocation for stochastic bandwidth demands, and based on that we propose dynamic programming based VM allocation algorithms with the goal to achieve both good locality of VMs and less bandwidth occupancy on links.

4.1 Determining valid allocation

We begin with characterizing the stochastic bandwidth demand of an SVC allocation on a link. Under homogeneous SVC model, the bandwidth demands of \( N \) VMs are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables following distribution \( P \). Considering a link \( L \) on the tree topology, removing \( L \) from the tree results in two disconnected network components. Suppose one component contains \( m \) allocated VMs, and accordingly the other one contains \( N - m \) VMs. The aggregate bandwidth demand of \( m \) VMs has distribution \( B(m) = \sum_{i=m} B_i \), where \( B_i \) is a random variable of distribution \( P_i \), and the other component’s bandwidth demand has distribution \( B(N - m) \). Because virtual machines in one component cannot send data at a rate larger than the other component’s total receiving rate, the total bandwidth demand of such SVC for link \( L \), denoted by \( B_L^c (m) \), is \( \min(B(m), B(N-m)) \), which can be computed with given distribution function \( P \) in the SVC request.

Assume that link \( L \) currently serves the SVC requests \( r_1, \ldots, r_K \) with stochastic sharing bandwidth \( S_L \) (as shown in Fig. 2), and the constraint (1) is satisfied. Each SVC \( r_i \) has bandwidth demand \( B_L^c = \min(B(m), B(N-m)) \) on link \( L \), where \( N_i \) is VM number requested in \( r_i \) and \( L \) divides its VMs into two groups of \( m \) VMs and \( N - m \) VMs respectively. For a new arrival request \( r_{K+1} \), a valid allocation needs to ensure the adding of demand \( B_L^c(m) \) to link \( L \) does not violate the constraint (1), i.e., still \( \Pr(\sum_{i=m} B_i \geq S_L) < \epsilon \).

Since \( B_L^c, \ldots, B_{K+1}^c \) are bandwidth demands for link \( L \) under the VM allocations for each different SVC, they are assumed to be independent random variables. Accordingly, we use the normal distribution to approximate the distribution of \( B_L^c = \sum_{i=m} B_i \) according to the central limit theorem. Denote the mean and variance of \( B_L^c \) by \( \mu_L \) and \( \sigma^2_L \). Then, we have \( B_L^c \sim N(\mu_L, \sigma^2_L) \). According to the central limit theorem, \( \sqrt{\frac{n}{\sigma^2_L}} \sim N(0, 1) \), to satisfy the constraint (1), we can easily derive the following condition

\[
\frac{S_L - \sum_{i=m} \mu_i}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=m} \sigma^2_i}} > \Phi^{-1}(1 - \epsilon), \tag{2}
\]

where \( \Phi^{-1}(\cdot) \) is the inverse function of \( \Phi(\cdot) \).

The inequality (2) gives us the sufficient condition for a valid allocation to an SVC request. Besides, a valid allocation should only allocate VMs onto the empty slots on PMs. Accordingly, given a VM allocation solution for SVC request \( r \) that allocates \( m \) VMs and \( N - m \) VMs in two network components divided by any link \( L \), we check (i) whether there are no less than \( m \) and \( N - m \) empty VM slots in two components respectively, and (ii) whether the condition (2) still holds with the mean and variance of distribution \( \min(B(m), B(N-m)) \). An allocation solution for SVC is valid only if the above two conditions are checked successfully for any physical links in the network. Note that if the new arrival request \( r_{K+1} \) is a deterministic virtual cluster request with VM bandwidth \( B \), i.e., \( \mu_{K+1} = B(\min(m, N-m)) \) and \( \sigma^2_{K+1} = 0 \), we can still use the condition (2), which actually becomes to verify whether the constraint (1) can still be met for serving the existing stochastic request \( r_1, \ldots, r_K \) under the new stochastic bandwidth \( S_L^\prime = S_L - u_{K+1} \). If there are only deterministic bandwidth demands for the link, we only need to verify the sum of bandwidth reservations is less than the link capacity.

VM bandwidth of normal distribution: A virtual cluster uses a physical link for the communication between its VM pairs split by this link. When the traffic between these VM pairs comes from many independent individual flows, the aggregated traffic demand on the link can be approximated by the normal distribution. It has been extensively observed that the aggregated traffic demand between network nodes follows the normal distribution [12], [13]. Thus, here we consider SVC and its valid allocation in a special case that the bandwidth demand \( B \) of VMs follows a normal distribution \( N(\mu, \sigma^2) \) as in [22], [23], with mean \( \mu = E(B) \) and variance \( \sigma^2 = Var(B) \). Then, an SVC request can be represented by \( <N, \mu, \sigma^2> \), in which the bandwidth demand for each VM \( i \) follows normal distribution \( N(\mu_i, \sigma^2_i) \).

Homogeneous SVC is represented by \( r = <N, \mu, \sigma^2> \), where each VM’s bandwidth demand follows the same normal distribution \( N(\mu, \sigma^2) \). The aggregate bandwidth demand of \( m \) VMs \( B(m) \), has distribution \( N(m\mu, m\sigma^2) \). The variable \( B_L^c(m) = \min(B(m), B(N-m)) \) is the min of two normal variables. Based on [24] that provides the exact distribution of the min of two normal variables, we can easily derive the following results:

**Lemma 1.** For two independent normal variables \( X_1 \sim N(\mu_1, \sigma_1^2) \) and \( X_2 \sim N(\mu_2, \sigma_2^2) \), the mean and variance of \( X = \min(X_1, X_2) \) are

\[
E(X) = \mu_1 \Phi(\alpha) + \mu_2 \Phi(-\alpha) - \theta \phi(\alpha) \tag{3}
\]

\[
Var(X) = (\alpha_1^2 + \mu_1^2) \Phi(\alpha) + (\alpha_2^2 + \mu_2^2) \Phi(-\alpha) - (\mu_1 + \mu_2) \theta \phi(\alpha) - (E(X))^2 \tag{4}
\]

where \( \phi(\cdot) \) and \( \Phi(\cdot) \) are the probability density function (pdf) and the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the standard normal distribution, respectively, and \( \theta = \sqrt{\alpha_1^2 + \alpha_2^2} \) and \( \alpha = \frac{\mu_1 - \mu_2}{\theta} \).

By Lemma 1, we can compute the mean and variance of \( \min(B(m), B(N-m)) \), i.e., \( \mu_L \) and \( \sigma^2_L \), respectively. Accordingly, we can check the condition (2).

It is worth to note that the SVC model, its allocation framework, and the following VM allocation algorithms do not depend on any specific probability distributions. The tenants can choose different types of probability distributions to characterize uncertain VM bandwidth demands. Lemma 1 is for normal distribution. In the cases other than normal distribution, the probability distributions of the aggregate bandwidth of VMs \( B(m) \) and \( B(N-m) \) in SVC as well as \( \min(B(m), B(N-m)) \) need to be computed according to the chosen distribution.
4.2 VM allocation algorithm

According to the discussion above, VM allocation in the tree topology is to allocate an SVC to a subtree, in which there are enough empty VM slots and any link L can satisfy the bandwidth requirement of VMs placed in the subtree connected by L to the upper level.

The previous work TIVC [7] proposes a dynamic programming based searching algorithm, referred to as TIVC searching algorithm, to find the lowest subtree for the allocation of the deterministic virtual cluster abstraction. Searching the lowest possible subtree is for the most localized allocation of VMs such that the bandwidth of the links in the upper levels of the tree is conserved and the ability to accommodate future tenant requests is maximized. However, this algorithm cannot be directly used to solve our VM allocation problem since it is based on deterministic bandwidth demands, and also it cannot achieve optimal bandwidth occupancy that is addressed by our allocation algorithm.

For TIVC searching algorithm, multiple possible valid allocations may exist for the same subtree. But because the algorithm makes no distinction between them, it may result in suboptimal allocation in term of bandwidth occupancy, i.e. the amount of bandwidth reserved on links. To illustrate this problem, Fig. 3 gives an example, with a simple tree topology in which a switch connects two PMs A and B each having 5 VM slots and each link has bandwidth capacity 50. Considering a deterministic virtual cluster request <N = 6, B = 10> that requires 6 VMs each with bandwidth 10, we can see that the tree T is indeed the lowest subtree the algorithm finds. The allocation in Fig. 3(a) with 2 VMs in A and 4 VMs in B, and the allocation in Fig. 3(b) with 3 VMs in A and 3 VMs in B are both valid. The reserved bandwidth on two links in Fig. 3(a) is 10 x min(2, 4) = 20, lower than 30 in Fig. 3(b), which means that the former has a lower bandwidth occupancy. This example indicates that the VM allocation solution returned by TIVC algorithm [7] can be sub-optimal on the metric of bandwidth occupancy. The reason of that is formally shown in our algorithm description later.

In this paper we propose the allocation algorithm for SVC with the goal of finding the optimal VM allocation that fits in the lowest-level subtree while minimizing the bandwidth occupancy of the links in the subtree.

4.2.1 Bandwidth occupancy

We first quantify the bandwidth occupancy of a link. Without stochastic bandwidth demands on link L, its bandwidth occupancy can be easily measured as the ratio of $D_L$, where $D_L$ is the amount of deterministic reserved bandwidth and $C_L$ is the total bandwidth capacity of link L. However, for the bandwidth occupancy with stochastic demands, the answer is not so obvious.

To characterize the bandwidth occupancy of a link with stochastic demands, we introduce the concept of effective amount of stochastic bandwidth demand. Consider link L shown in Fig. 2 that meets the constraint (1). According to Inequality (2), we have

$$S_L > \sum_{i=1}^{K} \mu_i L + c \sum_{i=1}^{K} \sigma^2_i L = \sum_{i=1}^{K} \left( \mu_i L + c \frac{\sigma^2_i L}{\sum_{i=1}^{K} \sigma^2_i L} \right)$$

where $c = \Phi^{-1}(1 - \epsilon)$. With the above transformation of the right side of Inequality (5), we can regard $\mu_i L + c \frac{\sigma^2_i L}{\sum_{i=1}^{K} \sigma^2_i L}$ as the effective amount of bandwidth reserved for stochastic demand $B^L_i$, denoted by $E^L_i (1 \leq i \leq K)$. As we can see, it depends on the other demands served by the links since they statistically share the bandwidth, rather than being individually reserved in previous deterministic virtual cluster models. Then, we measure the bandwidth occupancy ratio of link L, denoted by $O_L$, as follows:

$$O_L = \frac{1}{C_L} \left( D_L + \sum_{i=1}^{K} E^L_i \right)$$

Note that $S_L > \sum_{i=1}^{K} E^L_i$ is equivalent to $O_L < \frac{1}{C_L} (D_L + S_L) = 1$. Thus, the sufficient condition (2) for a valid allocation can also expressed as $O_L < 1$ for any link L.

4.2.2 Minimize the maximum of the bandwidth occupancy ratios

The example in Fig. 3 shows a special case that two links always have the same bandwidth occupancy ratios given only one request in the network, so we can minimize their bandwidth occupancy ratio simultaneously. However, in general network topologies, the bandwidth occupancy ratios vary among different links and have dependencies due to shared bandwidth demands, so it is not feasible to simultaneously minimize the bandwidth occupancy ratio for each link. On the other hand, since our SVC model guarantees the bandwidth in a probabilistic way, link congestion can occur when $\sum_i B^L_i > S_L$ in the constraint (1). The link with the maximum of bandwidth occupancy ratios is the most likely congested link in the datacenter. Thus, we expect to reduce the possibility of congestion by the optimization to minimize the maximum bandwidth occupancy ratio. Therefore, our goal is to find the valid allocation which minimizes the maximum of the bandwidth occupancy ratios of the links in the subtree.

We now show that this min-max problem has optimal sub-structure. Assume that a tree $T_v$ rooted at vertex r has m children $v_1, \ldots, v_m$, as shown in Fig. 4. Each link between $v_i$ and r is denoted by $L_{vr}$, also called the uplink of $v_i$. Let $T_{vr}$ be the subtree rooted at $v_i$. 

Fig. 3: Two valid allocations with different bandwidth occupancys.

Fig. 4: The diagram for showing the optimal substructure with Lemma 2.
Definition 1 (Allocable VM set). For an SVC request of $N$ VMs, the set of all possible numbers of VMs out of the $N$ VMs that can be allocated in the subtree $T_v$ rooted at $v$, with satisfying the bandwidth constraint of any link in $T_v$ and also the uplink of $v$, is called allocable VM set of $T_v$ (or $v$).

Suppose we have $n$ VMs to be allocated to $T_v$, and let $A^*$ be the optimal VM allocation that minimizes $\max_{L \in T_v} (O_L)$ where $L$ is a link of $T_v$. Suppose that the allocation $A^*$ assigns $n_{v_i}^*$ number of VMs to $T_{v_i}$, then $(n - n_{v_i}^*)$ VMs are assigned to $T_v \setminus T_{v_i}$ which is a tree formed by removing $T_{v_i}$ from $T_v$. Given that $n_i$ VMs out of the total $n$ VMs are allocated to $T_{v_i}$, $\max_{L \in T_v} (O_L)$ actually only varies with the placement of $n_i$ VMs in $T_v$, regardless of the placement of $n - n_i$ VMs in the rest of the network $T_v \setminus T_{v_i}$. Thus, we assume $Opt(T_v, n_i)$ to be the minimum value of $\max_{L \in T_v} (O_L)$ among all possible allocations of $n_i$ VMs in $T_{v_i}$. Then, we have the following lemma:

Lemma 2.

$$Opt(T_v, n) = \max \{Opt(T_{v_i}, n_{v_i}^*), Opt(T_v \setminus T_{v_i}, n - n_{v_i}^*), O_L^* \}$$

where $O_L^*$ is the bandwidth occupancy ratio of link $L_{v_i}$ under the allocation $A^*$.

Proof: Under the allocation $A^*$, let the link that has the optimal bandwidth occupancy ratio of $Opt(T_v, n)$ be $L^*$, i.e., $O_{L^*} = Opt(T_v, n)$. Denote the maximum of the bandwidth occupancy ratio of links in $T_{v_i}$ and $T_v \setminus T_{v_i}$ under $A^*$ by $O^*(T_{v_i})$ and $O^*(T_v \setminus T_{v_i})$, respectively. Obviously, we have

$$O_{L^*} \geq O^*(T_{v_i}) \geq Opt(T_{v_i}, n_{v_i}^*)$$

(8)

$$O_{L^*} \geq O^*(T_v \setminus T_{v_i}) \geq Opt(T_v \setminus T_{v_i}, n - n_{v_i}^*)$$

(9)

$$O_{L^*} \geq O^*_{L_{v_i}}$$

(10)

Then, we prove the lemma by three cases of $L^*$:

1. If $L^* = L_{v_i}$, we have $O_{L_{v_i}}^* = O_{L^*} \geq O^*(T_{v_i}) \geq Opt(T_{v_i}, n_{v_i}^*)$. Similarly, we have $O_{L_{v_i}} \geq Opt(T_v \setminus T_{v_i}, n - n_{v_i}^*)$. Then, (7) holds.

2. If $L^* \in T_{v_i}$, we have $O_{L^*} = O^*(T_{v_i}) \geq Opt(T_{v_i}, n_{v_i}^*)$. If $O_{L^*} > Opt(T_{v_i}, n_{v_i}^*)$, by allocating $n_{v_i}^*$ VMs to $T_{v_i}$ according to the allocation that achieves $Opt(T_{v_i}, n_{v_i}^*)$, we can obtain smaller $\max_{L \in T_v} (O_L)$, which is a contradiction to the optimality of $O_{L^*}$. Thus, we must have $O_{L^*} = Opt(T_{v_i}, n_{v_i}^*)$. Then, according to (9) and (10), we can also tell that $Opt(T_v \setminus T_{v_i}, n - n_{v_i}^*)$ is the maximum of $\{Opt(T_{v_i}, n_{v_i}^*), Opt(T_v \setminus T_{v_i}, n - n_{v_i}^*), O_{L_{v_i}}^* \}$. Thus, (7) holds.

3. If $L^* \in T_v \setminus T_{v_i}$, we can prove (7) as in the case of $L^* = L_{v_i}$.

Lemma 2 shows the optimal substructure of the problem. Accordingly, given the optimal values of the child subtrees, the optimal value $Opt(T_v, n)$ can be found by searching optimal $n_{v_i}^*$.

So we can give the dynamic programming recursive formula to compute the optimal value as follows:

$$Opt(T_v, n) = \min_{x \in M_{v_x}} \max_{n_x \in M_{n_x}} \{Opt(T_{v_x}, x), Opt(T_v \setminus T_{v_x}, n - x), O_{L_{v_x}}(n, x)\}$$

(11)

Here $x$ is the number of VMs allocated into $T_{v_x}$, $M_{v_x}$ and $M_{n_x}$ are the allocable VM sets of $T_{v_x}$ and $T_v \setminus T_{v_x}$, respectively, with considering the bandwidth constraint of $L_{v_x}$. $O_{L_{v_x}}(n, x)$ denotes the bandwidth occupancy ratio of link $L_{v_x}$ given $x$ VMs in $T_{v_x}$ and $n - x$ VMs in $T_v \setminus T_{v_x}$. $O_{L_{v_x}}(n, x)$ is a function of $n$ and $x$, which can be calculated with (3), (4) and (6). Both $O_{L_{v_x}}(n, 0)$ and $O_{L_{v_x}}(n, n)$ are equal to the initial bandwidth occupancy ratio based on existing SVC demands on the link.

If the subtree $T_v$ has only one child subtree $T_{v_i}$, which means $T_v \setminus T_{v_i}$ is the root vertex, then

$$Opt(T_v, x) = \max \{Opt(T_{v_i}, x), O_{L_{v_i}}(n, x)\}$$

(12)

With (11) and (12), we can use dynamic programming to find the optimal allocation in a given tree.

4.2.3 Algorithm description

Now we present our algorithm. The algorithm traverses the topology tree starting at the leaves (PMs at level 0) and determines if all $N$ VMs in a request can fit. During the traverse, for any visited vertex $v$, the algorithm records its allocable VM set, which is calculated by reusing the recorded allocable VM sets of $v$‘s children with consideration of the optimality of bandwidth occupancy. Since searching the allocable lowest-level subtree and optimizing $\max_{L \in T_v} (O_L)$ are both dynamic programming procedures, we propose an efficient algorithm which combines the optimization into the searching within only one tree traversal.

Algorithm 1 shows our VM allocation algorithm in pseudo code.

In Algorithm 1, $T[v]$ denotes the tree that consists of vertex $v$ as the root and $v$‘s first $i$ child subtrees. Take Fig. 4 for example, we define $T[0] = \{v\}$ and $T[i] = T[i - 1] \cup T_v$ where “$\cup$” is to connect the child subtree $T_v$ to $T[i - 1]$ via link $L_v$. $T[1]$ is the number of $v$‘s children. $S[v]$ denotes the set that contains the numbers of VMs that could be accommodated $T[v]$, without considering the uplink bandwidth constraint of $v$. $M_v$ denotes the allocable VM set of $v$. We have dynamic programming step for minimizing the bandwidth occupancy ratio in lines 19–25. The lines 20 and 22 are corresponding to (11) and (12). Compared with TIVC algorithm [7], a key difference exists when recording the allocation in the traversed subtrees. That is, for each possible value $e+h$ in $S[v]$, our algorithm records in $D_v[i, k]$ the number of VMs assigned to the $i$-th child of $v$ that minimizes the maximum bandwidth occupancy ratio of links in $T[v]$, considering that there may be multiple combinations of $e$ and $h$ achieving same sum $e+h$. TIVC algorithm, however, does not make such an optimal choice for bandwidth occupancy, thus it may return suboptimal allocation.

Then, as in TIVC algorithm, if $N$ can be allocated according to $M_v$. $\text{Alloc}(\cdot)$ is called recursively according to $D_v[i, x]$ while recording the statistical information of bandwidth demand under the allocation for request $x$ on each link, and eventually obtain the number of VMs per PM. The time complexity of Algorithm 1 is $O(|V|\Delta N^2)$ where $|V|$ is the number of vertices in $T$ and $\Delta$ is the maximum number of children of any nodes.

5 VM ALLOCATION FOR HETEROGENEOUS BANDWIDTH DEMAND

In this section, we address the VM allocation problem for heterogeneous SVC. For normal distribution, the SVC request can be represented by $r = (N, (\mu_1, \sigma_1), (\mu_2, \sigma_2), \ldots , (\mu_N, \sigma_N))$, which means the bandwidth demands of VMs $B_i$ $(1 \leq i \leq N)$ may have different probability distributions $N(\mu_i, \sigma_i^2)$. The problem is also NP-hard in deterministic case [19].

5.1 Determining valid allocation

Under an allocation for the heterogeneous SVC model, a link $L$ on the tree divides $N$ VMs into two VM sets $\mathbb{V}_{L1}$ and $\mathbb{V}_{L2}$. Accordingly, their bandwidth demands $\mathbb{B}[i]$ $(1 \leq i \leq N)$ are divided into two sets, denoted by $\mathbb{B}_{L1}$ and $\mathbb{B}_{L2}$. The aggregate bandwidth demand for $\mathbb{V}_{L1}$, denoted by $\mathbb{B}(\mathbb{V}_{L1})$, follows the normal
distribution $N(\sum_{B \in B_T} u_r, \sum_{B \in B_T} \sigma_r^2)$. Similar to the homogeneous case, the bandwidth demand for request $r$ on link $L$, denoted by $B^2_r(\mathcal{B}_{L1}, \mathcal{B}_{L2})$, is $\min(2(\mathcal{B}_{L1}), 2(\mathcal{B}_{L2}))$. Then, we still use Lemma 1 and Inequality (2) to check the validity of an allocation.

5.2 VM Allocation Algorithm

The VM allocation algorithm for the homogeneous virtual cluster model cannot be used in the heterogeneous case. For the homogeneous model, all VMs are the same (i.e., with the same bandwidth requirement), and their allocation does not need to distinguish different VMs. As a result, the allocation algorithm for the homogeneous model can only need to decide the number of VMs in each subtree. However, in the heterogeneous case, every VM can have different bandwidth demand, and thus the allocation needs to decide which VM is allocated to which subtree. The allocation algorithms in previous works [6], [7] regard VMs are homogeneous and thus they only need to decide the number of VMs in every subtree. The allocation algorithm for the heterogeneous model has to consider which subset of VMs is allocated to which subtree. It is worth to note that CloudMirror’s algorithm [8] can be extended to deal with the heterogeneous model by regarding each VM as a tier in the TAG model (i.e., one tier has one VM). Since in our paper we do not assume any prior known communication structure of cloud applications, here we propose a dynamic programming based search algorithm for the heterogeneous case.

Dynamic programming based allocation algorithm. We can extend the dynamic programming (DP) approach in Algorithm 1 to find the optimal allocation for the heterogeneous model, with maintaining the set of all possible VM subsets that can be allocated in each subtree. Accordingly, in the recursive formula (11), the allocable VM sets $M_v$ and $M_{\neg v}$ are redefined as the sets consisting of the VM subsets that can be allocated in the corresponding subtree $T_v$ and $T_v \setminus T_{\neg v}$. However, this approach is much more costly for the heterogeneous model to find the optimal allocation than for the homogeneous model. In the homogeneous case, the number of possible VM subsets that can be allocated to any subtree is at most $N + 1$, since the VMs are homogeneous and indistinguishable and the only variable is the size of the VM subset. In the heterogeneous case, however, the number of possible VM subsets that can be allocated to any subtree, i.e., the size of any allocable VM set, is at most $O(2^N)$. Therefore, the algorithm has exponential time complexity $O(|V|2^N)$, which can be applied for small $N$ but is infeasible for large $N$.

Heuristic allocation algorithm. For the above algorithm, its time complexity depends on the sizes of the allocable VM sets, which indicates that we can reduce the time complexity for large $N$ by limiting the size of each allocable VM set with some heuristic. Therefore, we propose a heuristic algorithm, which identifies an allocable VM set with polynomial size in $N$ for each subtree during tree traversal.

Our algorithm is derived from a simple First Fit algorithm FF. In FF, VMs are sorted by their bandwidth demands and then placed sequentially in the first subtree having sufficient bandwidth and empty VM slots. In the case of the deterministic bandwidth demands, let $S_v = \{v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n\}$ be a sequence of $n$ VMs in ascending order of their bandwidth demands. To allocate $S_v$ to the tree $T$, rooted at $r$, $T_r$’s PMs are visited from left to right, and the algorithm greedily and sequentially places as many VMs as possible into each PM in the order of $S_v$. The algorithm finds the longest sequence of VMs to allocate to the PM currently being visited, and moves the next PM for allocating the remaining VMs. As a result of the first fit, each of visited child subtrees is assigned with a substring of $S_v$ which is disjoint with other substrings assigned to sibling subtrees. For example, suppose that $n$ VMs are sequentially allocated to the child subtrees $T_{\neg v_1}, \ldots, T_{\neg v_n}$ rooted at $r$. The subtree $T_v$ contains a sequence of VMs $\{v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_m\}$, denoted by $<1, d_1>$. The subtree $T_{\neg v}$ has VMs $\{v_{d_1+1}, v_{d_2}, \ldots, v_{d_m}\}$, denoted by $<d_1 + 1, d_2>$, and so forth for the subsequent subtrees. Generally, the VMs allocated into the subtree $T_v$ are represented by the subsequence $<d_{i-1} + 1, d_i>$ ($1 \leq d_{i-1} < d_i < n, 1 < i < m$) and the last used subtree $T_{\neg v_m}$ has $<d_{m-1} + 1, n>$. Thus, essentially FF searches a proper partition of VM sequence $S_v$ in a greedy way such that the resulting substrings can be sequentially allocated to different subtrees. The FF heuristic ensures that if an allocation solution is returned, it must be valid. However, it may neither find a solution nor find optimal one due to its greedy strategy.
In order to find a solution with a better chance and improve its optimality, our algorithm sequentially places VMs with dynamic programming (DP) strategy instead of greedy strategy.

Given a sequence of $N$ VMs $S_N = \{1, 2, \ldots, N\}$, $<a, b>$ $(a \leq b)$ is used to represent the set of all VMs in the subtring between VM $a$ and VM $b$, inclusive. Let $A_N$ be the set of all possible substrings of $S_N$ and its size is $1 + \binom{N+1}{2}$ (for the empty set). As opposed to the previous DP based allocation algorithm, in this algorithm the allocable VM set $M_v$ for any subtree $T_v$ only consists of all the substrings of $S_N$ that can be allocated into $T_v$, which means $M_v \subseteq A_N$ and the size of $M_v$ is $O(N^2)$. To compute the allocable VM set for a subtree, each subtree in $A_N$ is checked, and the one that can be allocated to the subtree is put into the corresponding allocable VM set. The check procedure is conducted as follows:

1. For each PM $v$ at level 0 of tree topology $T$, any substring $<a, b> \in A_N$ can be allocated into $v$ if $v$ has no less than $b - a + 1$ empty slots and the uplink $L_v$ has bandwidth occupancy ratio $O_{L_v}(N, <a, b>) < 1$. $O_{L_v}(N, <a, b>)$ is computed as stated in 5.1, given that $L_v$ divides $N$ into two VM sets $<a, b>$ and $S_N \setminus <a, b>$;

2. For each vertex $v$ at level $l > 0$, its allocable VM set is calculated in the similar way as line 10-33 of Algorithm 1. But the difference is that, $S_v[i]$ here stores the substrings that could be accommodated in $T_v[i]$. For arbitrary $k, a \leq k \leq b$, if $S_v[i - 1]$ and $v$’s $i$-th child $v_j$’s allocable set $M_{v_j}$ include two substrings $<a, k - 1>$ and $<k, b>$ respectively (or, $<k, b>$ and $<a, k - 1>$ respectively), the substring $<a, b>$ can be accommodated in $T_v[i]$. We define $<a, a - 1> = \emptyset$. Then, the substrings in $S_v[m]$ that do not violate the uplink bandwidth constraint are put into $v$’s allocable VM set $M_v$. Once $S_N$ can be found in $M_v$, Alloc() is called to allocate $S_N$ into the subtree $T_v$. The optimization code for bandwidth occupancy ratio is similar to Algorithm 1. $Opt[T_v[i], <a, b>]$ stores the optimal value when $<a, b>$ is assigned to $T_v[i]$. It is obtained by the min operation on maximum bandwidth occupancy ratios over all possible $k$ that have $<a, k - 1>$ and $<k, b>$ exist in $S_v[i - 1]$ and $M_v$ separately.

The pseudo code of our algorithm is given in Algorithm 2. It has time complexity $O(|V|\Delta N^2)$. To address stochastic bandwidth demands, the algorithm sorts $N$ VMs by their 95th percentile of their bandwidth demands. Based on the first fit algorithm, it reduces the time complexity of searching feasible allocations by considering the allocatability of only $N^2$ substrings and optimize the solution with a dynamic-programming strategy. When all the numbers in the VM sequence $\{1, 2, \ldots, N\}$ are replaced with the same number, which means all VMs are homogeneous, Algorithm 2 is equal to the allocation algorithm for homogeneous SVC in Algorithm 1.

6 WORK-CONSERVING BANDWIDTH GUARANTEE WITH SVC

The purpose of SVC is to take into account the traffic uncertainty during the admission and allocation phase of virtual clusters. The VM allocation based on SVC aims to ensure the bandwidth demands of virtual clusters can be satisfied in a high probability with proper VM placement. It needs to be incorporated with a bandwidth enforcement approach that adaptively adjust the rates according to the bandwidth demands of virtual clusters and the available bandwidth of links. The bandwidth allocation is enforced through limit components of VMs and switches during the run-time phase of virtual clusters. Several approaches [15], [16] have been proposed to adjust the rate to exploit the spare bandwidth from under-utilized reservations to achieve work-conserving bandwidth guarantee. SVC can further improve their efficiency with considering the dynamics of bandwidth demand during the VM allocation phase. In this section, we describe how to incorporate SVC with these approaches and demonstrate the benefit of SVC-based allocation.
In previous sections, we consider the SVC model with the bandwidth demand of normal distribution, which does not provide the minimum bandwidth guarantee. However, we can simply extend the model and allocation algorithms to provide the minimum bandwidth guarantee. Still, we use normal distribution to characterize the bandwidth demand but in addition specify the minimum bandwidth guarantee. Then, the homogeneous SVC model can be represented by \((N, \mu, \sigma, b)\) where \(b\) is the minimum bandwidth guarantee. In the heterogeneous SVC model, each VM has different minimum bandwidth guarantee. Here we focus on the homogeneous SVC model.

In Section 4.1, the condition (2) for valid allocation in previous allocation algorithms needs to be adapted to take into account the minimum bandwidth guarantee. Given a virtual cluster \(r_i = (N_i, \mu_i, \sigma_i, b_i)\) that has \(m\) VMs and \(N_i - m\) VMs respectively located in two network components connected by a link \(L\), the minimum bandwidth to be reserved on \(L\) is \(\min(m, N_i - m)b_i\), denoted by \(b_i^L\). For \(K + 1\) SVC requests served by link \(L\), their reserved bandwidth on \(L\) are \(b_1^L, b_2^L, \ldots, b_{K+1}^L\) respectively, and totally \(\sum_{i=1}^{K+1} b_i^L\) of bandwidth are reserved. Considering their total bandwidth demand \(B^L = \sum_{i=1}^{K+1} b_i^L\) are assumed to follow the normal distribution \(N(\sum_{i=1}^{K+1} \mu_i, \sum_{i=1}^{K+1} \sigma_i^2)\), we use truncated normal distribution to characterize the bandwidth demand with minimum guarantee. The truncated normal distribution is a part of the distribution of a normally distributed random variable with value bounded below or above. Here, we consider the one-sided truncated normal distribution of \(B^L\) with \(B^L > \sum_{i=1}^{K+1} b_i^L\). Its probability distribution should be normalized in order to make sure the total probability over the restricted interval is unity. Let 
\[
\mu_L = \sum_{i=1}^{K+1} \mu_i L, \quad \sigma_L = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{K+1} \sigma_i^2 L},
\]

we can compute 
\[
Pr(B^L > \sum_{i=1}^{K+1} b_i^L) = 1 - \Phi\left(\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{K+1} b_i^L - \mu_L}{\sigma_L}\right) = 1 - \Phi(\alpha^L)
\]

where \(\alpha^L = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{K+1} b_i^L - \mu_L}{\sigma_L}\) and \(\Phi(\cdot)\) is the standard normal cdf. Then, the truncated normal distribution is 
\[
\phi_{L}(B^L > \sum_{i=1}^{K+1} b_i^L) = \frac{1}{\delta L} \Phi\left(\frac{B^L - \mu_L}{\sigma_L}\right)
\] 

Based on this pdf, we can compute the probability \(Pr(B^L > S^L)\) by 
\[
Pr(B^L > S^L) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } S^L \leq \sum_{i=1}^{K+1} b_i^L, \\
\frac{1}{\sigma_L(1-\Phi(\frac{S^L-\mu_L}{\sigma_L}))}, & \text{if } S^L > \sum_{i=1}^{K+1} b_i^L 
\end{cases}
\]

and compare it with \(\epsilon\) to decide whether it is a valid allocation.

If \(S^L \leq \sum_{i=1}^{K+1} b_i^L\), for a valid allocation, it should have 
\[
\frac{1}{\sigma_L(1-\Phi(\frac{S^L-\mu_L}{\sigma_L}))} < \epsilon.
\]

Then, we can derive that 
\[
S^L > \mu_L + \sigma_L \Phi^{-1}(1 - \epsilon\sigma_L(1-\Phi(\alpha^L)))
\]

Based on that, we can redefine effective amount of bandwidth in (5) and redefine the bandwidth occupancy ratio in (6) by replacing \(\sum_{i=1}^{K} E_i^L\) with the right side of (16). Accordingly, in the allocation algorithms, a set of VMs are allocable only if \(S^L > \sum_{i=1}^{K+1} b_i^L\) and the bandwidth occupancy ratio is less than one.

With the extension for minimum bandwidth guarantee, SVC based allocation can be incorporated with existing bandwidth enforcement approaches such as ElasticSwitch [16] that provide minimum bandwidth guarantee while exploiting underutilized bandwidth reservation to achieve work-conserving bandwidth allocation. Current work-conserving bandwidth guarantee approaches [14], [15], [16] assume the deterministic horse model and allocate VMs based on that. Instead, the SVC model allows them to take into account the traffic uncertainty during the allocation phase, which can further improve the performance gain achieved by dynamic rate adjustment. Considering an example in Figure 5. The tree topology consists of four PMs each having two VM slots and link capacity 250. There are three virtual clusters \(c_1, c_2\) and \(c_3\) each containing two VMs and requiring the minimum bandwidth of 100. \(c_3\) is to be allocated, either to the left subtree or to the right subtree. Based on deterministic horse model with minimum bandwidth guarantee 100, the approaches like ElasticSwitch can allocate \(c_3\) to the left subtree, sharing bandwidth resources with \(c_1\). With SVC model and \(\epsilon = 0.05\), \(c_3\) has to be allocated to the right subtree. This is because that the probability of total bandwidth demand of \(c_1\) and \(c_3\), denoted by \(B_{c_1} + B_{c_3}\), being larger than 250, is greater than \(\epsilon\); instead, the probability of total bandwidth demand \(B_{c_1} + B_{c_3}\) being larger than 250, is less than \(\epsilon\). Since the work-conserving approaches increase the rates of VMs to exploit underutilized bandwidth, placing \(c_3\) in the left subtree creates more competition than in the right subtree, leading to the suboptimal performance.

7 EVALUATION

We use simulations of large scale datacenter networks to demonstrate the benefits of SVC especially for cloud application workloads with highly volatile bandwidth demands. Our simulation is implemented in Matlab.

7.1 Simulation Setup

We simulate a datacenter of three-level tree topology with no path diversity. A rack consists of 20 machines each with 4 VM slots and a 1Gbps link to connect to a Top-of-Rack (ToR) switch. Every 10 ToR switches are connected to a level-2 aggregation switch and 5 aggregation switches are connected to the datacenter core switch. There are total 1,000 machines at level 0. The default oversubscription of the physical network is 2, which means that the link bandwidth between a ToR switch and an aggregation switch is 10Gbps and the link bandwidth between an aggregation switch and the core switch is 50Gbps.

Workload. The workload models we use for tenant jobs/applications are similar to those in Oktopus [6]. Each job is modeled as a set of tasks to be run on individual VMs and a set of flows of uniform length \((L)\) between tasks. Each task is a source and a destination for one flow. The completion time of a job is \(\max(T_c, T_n)\) where \(T_c\) is the job’s compute time and \(T_n\) is the time for the last flow to finish. The number of VMs needed by each job request, i.e., job size, is exponentially distributed around a mean of 49 as in [6]. To simulate the random and dynamic bandwidth demand, we change the data generation rates of the source tasks in a job \(j\) every second, which are taken from a normal distribution.
distribution \( N(\mu_d, \sigma_d^2) \). Our SVC is derived from the distribution of data generation rate.

**Alternate abstractions.** We compare our homogeneous SVC abstraction with the virtual cluster (VC) abstraction \((N, B)\) of Oktopus [6]. Given the normal distribution of the data generation rate of a job, we use the mean and 95th percentile of the rate as the requested bandwidth \(B\) under VC. The resulting VC models are called mean-VC and percentile-VC, respectively. We consider them because we believe that they are common ways to accommodate the demand uncertainty under deterministic abstractions. We do not consider TIVC (temporally-interleaved virtual cluster) since our stochastic model does not assume any time-varying patterns.

**Bandwidth Enforcement.** We consider two different bandwidth enforcement methods that are used with the SVC-based allocation and evaluate the benefit of SVC in these two scenarios. One is a Elasticswitch-like [16] bandwidth enforcement approach which dynamically sets the rate beyond the minimum guarantee according to a weighted TCP-like rate adaption algorithm. In this case, the SVC model with the minimum bandwidth guarantee is used and incorporated with the Elasticswitch-like approach to achieve work-conserving bandwidth guarantee. Based on such bandwidth enforcement, we examine the benefits of SVC for practice. Another is to adjust the rate of VMs proportionally to their bandwidth demands through weighted TCP-like rate adaption algorithm with VMs’ bandwidth demands as the weights. It does not enforce the minimum bandwidth guarantee for each virtual cluster, in which case the bandwidth is actually guaranteed in a probabilistic way by proper VM placement. It assumes the perfect prediction to the bandwidth demand of VMs and thus is not practical. The reason we introduce this impractical approach is that, if we compare two alternate deterministic models with the SVC having Elasticswitch-like [16] bandwidth enforcement, we cannot tell whether the performance gain is from the SVC-based allocation or from the Elasticswitch-like bandwidth enforcement. It has demonstrated that Elasticswitch [16] can improve the performance compared with the deterministic models with static bandwidth allocation. Therefore, to effectively investigate the advantages of SVC, we assume this ideal bandwidth enforcement method such that the performance is largely decided by the SVC-based VM allocation.

### 7.2 Simulation Results

We compare our SVC with Oktopus within two scenarios: first, we consider a large batch of tenant jobs placed in a FIFO queue waiting to be allocated to run; second, tenant jobs dynamically arrive over time and are accepted only if they can be allocated at the moment of arrival. In each scenario, we simulate 500 tenant jobs. The compute time of each job is randomly chosen from \([200, 500]\). For the data generation rate of job \(j\), \(\mu_d j\) is randomly chosen from \([100, 200, 300, 400, 500]\) and \(\sigma_d j\) is \(\rho \mu_d j\), where \(\rho\) is a deviation coefficient to reflect the degree of the traffic demand uncertainty and its value is randomly chosen form \((0, 1)\) by default. The default risk factor \(\epsilon\) is 0.05. To investigate the potential benefits of SVC, we consider the SVC with no minimum bandwidth guarantee and compare it with two alternate models. Therefore, we choose the second bandwidth enforcement method in our simulation.

#### 7.2.1 Batched jobs

For batched jobs, we use the same job scheduling policy as in [6]: jobs are placed in a FIFO queue, and once a job completes, the topmost job(s) that can be allocated is scheduled to run. Fig. 6 shows the total completion time of 500 jobs in a batch. Fig. 7 shows the average running time per job with increasing the deviation coefficient \(\rho\) in order to increase the demand variance. Comparing these two figures, we note that mean-VC has the best performance over other models for the total completion time of batched jobs, but have the worst performance for the average running time per job, which is critical for on-line processing for dynamically arriving jobs. This is because that when large increase of data traffic appears, the fixed bandwidth demand reserved by mean-VC for each VM becomes the bottleneck, which further increases the flow latency and the job completion time. Other models reserve extra bandwidth, and thus incur less running time per job. Compared with mean-VC, percentile-VC is just the opposite. Percentile-VC reserves 95th percentile amount of bandwidth with considering the demand distribution, thus it achieves constant and smallest running time under different deviation coefficients in Fig. 7. However, the 95th percentile bandwidth has to be reserved, which can be large especially under high demand variance. Because percentile-VC reserves large amount of bandwidth for each job, the job concurrency in the datacenter is greatly limited, causing that percentile-VC has worst performance for batched jobs in the total completion time. In contrast, mean-VC reserves smallest bandwidth compared with others and has largest concurrent jobs which effectively reduces the total completion time.

The comparison results above between percentile-VC and mean-VC actually shows the trade-off between the job concurrency and job running time. The increase in reserved bandwidth reduces the flow latency and thus the job running time, but also decreases the job concurrency, causing longer waiting time of jobs. However, both the percentile-VC and mean-VC cannot achieve such trade-off. But as we can see from Fig. 6 and 7, our SVC model actually achieves the trade-off. Compared with Percentile-VC, SVC significantly increases the job concurrency indicated by smaller total completion time of batched jobs, while obtaining comparable job running time which is much less than mean-VC. The reason for the improvement is that, in SVC, multiple jobs share the bandwidth with total bandwidth demand not exceeding the link capacity with a high probability (0.95 when \(\epsilon = 0.05\)), which ensures that sufficient bandwidth is reserved statistically while each job can also exploit the unused bandwidth. With smaller \(\epsilon\), SVC provides better bandwidth guarantee and thus smaller job running time but reduces the job concurrency, which means that we can tune \(\epsilon\) to achieve the desired trade-off.

#### 7.2.2 Dynamically arriving jobs

In cloud the tenants requests usually arrive over time. In our simulation the job arrival follows a poisson process with rate \(\lambda\), then the load on a datacenter with \(M\) total VMs is \(\frac{\lambda N T}{M} \), where \(N\) is the mean job size and \(T\) is the mean compute time. As in previous works [6], [7], if a job cannot be allocated upon its arrival, it is rejected. We compare the job rejection rates under SVC with different risk factor \(\epsilon = 0.02, 0.05\), as well as the mean-VC and percentile-VC. In Fig. 8, we can see that under low load of 20\%, all methods have zero or close to zero request rejection rates. As the load increases, they have relationship mean-VC < SVC(\(\epsilon = 0.05\)) < SVC(\(\epsilon = 0.02\)) < percentile-VC. With considering the demand uncertainty, the effective bandwidth amount SVC reserves is larger than the mean of bandwidth demand, as we can see from (5), thus SVC has higher rejection rates than mean-VC. For SVC, smaller risk factor \(\epsilon\) incurs higher bandwidth reservation, and causes higher rejection rate, which also indicates
that $\epsilon = 0.02$ provides stronger bandwidth guarantee to stochastic bandwidth demands. For percentile-VC, combined with the results of job completion times stated earlier, we can see that percentile-VC achieves similar completion time to SVC($\epsilon = 0.05$) but at the cost of higher rejection rate. The reason is because it provides deterministic but exclusive bandwidth to accommodate the varying traffic demands. Instead, SVC uses the bandwidth statistically shared with other tenant jobs under probabilistic bandwidth constraint (1), so it is possible to have higher job concurrency. To understand this, we record the number of concurrent jobs under percentile-VC and SVC ($\epsilon = 0.05$) when a new job arrives at the system. Fig. 9 show that SVC consistently achieves about 10% higher job concurrency than percentile-VC.

### 7.2.3 Allocation Algorithms

In this section we compare our allocation algorithms for homogeneous SVC models with an adapted allocation algorithm proposed for TIVC [7] to demonstrate the benefit of minimizing the maximum bandwidth occupancy ratio described in Section 4.2.2. In the following, we simply use SVC.alloc and TIVC.alloc to refer to the two allocation algorithms. It is worth to note that here we are not comparing different network abstractions. SVC.alloc and TIVC.alloc are compared in terms of the performance for allocating SVC.

We adapt the TIVC’s allocation algorithm [7] to serve SVC allocation, by replacing the condition of valid allocation by ours shown in (2) for computing the allocable VM sets, and additionally maintaining the information of the stochastic bandwidth demands of every SVC allocation on each link (e.g., the means and variances of $B_i^1, \ldots, B_i^K$ in Fig. 2). In this way, the key difference between the TIVC.alloc algorithm and our SVC.alloc is that TIVC.alloc does not consider the optimization on bandwidth occupancy.

We assume the cloud scenario for dynamically arriving jobs as above to evaluate the performance of two algorithms on the link bandwidth occupancy. We sampled the maximum of bandwidth occupancy ratios among all links every time when a new job arrives. Fig. 10 shows the empirical cumulative probability distribution of maximum bandwidth occupancy ratio in the datacenter under different loads 20% and 60% for our homogeneous SVC allocation algorithm and adapted TIVC algorithm. From the figure we can easily see that SVC.alloc achieves better bandwidth occupancy overhead than TIVC.alloc under both loads. Under load 20%, among all the maximum bandwidth occupancy ratios, SVC.alloc has 50% samples less than 0.996 but TIVC.alloc has only about 10%. When the load increases to 60%, the link bandwidth occupancy becomes higher for both algorithms. SVC.alloc and TIVC.alloc have 80% and 95% of maximum bandwidth occupancy ratios distributed on $[0.997,1]$, respectively.

We further evaluate the request rejection rates of SVC.alloc and TIVC.alloc under different loads and show the result in Fig. 11. We note that SVC.alloc and TIVC.alloc have almost the same rejection rates, which means the optimization of link bandwidth occupancy in SVC.alloc affects little on the optimization goal of TIVC.alloc to maximize the ability to accommodate future tenant requests.

Besides, we compared SVC.alloc and TIVC.alloc algorithms in terms of their running time. SVC.alloc has the same time complexity $O(|V|\Delta N^2)$ as TIVC.alloc that has been demonstrated to achieve high scalability in previous works [7]. Following the same methodology to evaluate scalability, we measured the running time of SVC.alloc and TIVC.alloc algorithms for every arriving job on 4-core Intel i5 3.4Ghz processor and 8GB RAM. For SVC.alloc, the median time is 1.8 seconds, 95th percentile is 38 seconds, 99th percentile is 60 seconds in our simulation settings. TIVC.alloc has similar running time with median time 1.7s, 95th percentile 36s and 99th percentile 60s, because both SVC.alloc and TIVC.alloc follow the same dynamic programming procedure. The algorithm implementations with using other languages like C will further shorten the running time. For the applications that do not require instant deployment, like batch processing jobs for big data that runs at the order of magnitude of minutes or hours, the running time of allocation algorithms at the order of magnitude in seconds may be negligible. However, when the job arrival rate is high, the system can be very sensitive to the running time of allocation algorithms, because scheduling one big job may delay scheduling small jobs and cause those small jobs backlogged. In this case a global cluster scheduler may optimize its scheduling strategy accordingly with considering this scheduling delay.

We also compared our heterogeneous SVC allocation algorithm (referred to as SVC-H) with the first-fit (FF) algorithm that does not conduct dynamic programming optimization, with using the similar simulation settings. The distribution of maximum bandwidth occupancy ratio and request rejection rates are shown in Fig. 13 and 14 respectively. As we can see, SVC-H and FF have similar relationship to the relationship between SVC.alloc and TIVC.alloc as shown in Fig. 10 and 11. With the optimization on the bandwidth occupancy, SVC-H algorithm achieves better bandwidth occupancy overhead and lower rejection rates compared with FF algorithm. The running time of SVC-H has the median 5.74s, 95th percentile is 68s, 99th percentile is 108s, 2-3 times higher than SVC.alloc, since SVC-H in Algorithm 2 has time complexity $O(|V|\Delta N^4)$ that has extra $O(N^2)$ factor than SVC.alloc in Algorithm 1.
7.2.4 Improvement to Work-Conserving Bandwidth Guarantee

Based on the SVC model and allocation algorithms with minimum bandwidth guarantee given in Section 6, we consider a work-conserving bandwidth guarantee approach that combines the SVC-based allocation and Elasticswitch-like bandwidth enforcement. We compare it with Elasticswitch that allocates VMs based on the deterministic hose model, and show the performance improvement of SVC-based allocation in an online scenario with dynamically arriving jobs. We use the same simulation settings in the above section and in addition we set the the mean of the normal distribution as the minimum bandwidth guarantee for a virtual cluster. We assume a light load of 20% such that the rejected request ratio is negligible and sufficient spare bandwidth can be exploited by adaptive rate adjustment for work-conserving bandwidth enforcement. Figure 12 shows the average job completion time with using different bandwidth guarantee approaches. The difference between mean-VC and Elasticswitch with the mean as the minimum bandwidth is that Elasticswitch can adaptively increase the rate beyond the static reservation of mean-VC. They have the same VM allocation algorithms. It is obvious that Elasticswitch can increase the throughput of the tasks and thus reduce the average job completion time compared with mean-VC, as shown in Figure 12. This result is consistent with the previous work [16]. The figure also shows that the SVC-based approach with $\epsilon = 0.05$ and $\epsilon = 0.02$ have lower average job completion time than Elasticswitch. The reason for that has been demonstrated by Figure 5. SVC-based approaches allocate virtual clusters with considering the traffic variance and avoid the bottlenecks during the VM placement. In this way, it reduces the bandwidth competition and increases the efficiency of adaptive rate control for exploiting the spare bandwidth.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we explore a new virtual network abstraction, SVC, which models the uncertainty of bandwidth demands of cloud applications. Based on SVC, we introduce a VM allocation framework which provides probabilistic bandwidth guarantee to the tenants. To enforce the framework, we propose dynamic programming based VM allocation algorithms which not only achieve good locality of VMs but also minimize the maximum of bandwidth occupancy ratio on links. Simulation results demonstrate that SVC yields better performance for cloud application workloads with highly volatile bandwidth demands, and achieves the trade-off between the job concurrency and the job running time. Besides, we propose to extend SVC with minimum bandwidth guarantee and incorporate it with existing work-conserving bandwidth enforcement approaches. We show its improvement to the work-conserving bandwidth guarantee. For simplicity, we assume normal distribution for the bandwidth demand in this paper, but SVC can straightforwardly use other types of probability distributions.

Note that SVC can be extended to characterize the time varying bandwidth demand which means that the distribution of bandwidth demand can change with time. As TIVC that specifies different deterministic bandwidth demand during different time intervals, we can extend SVC by allowing specific probability distributions for VM bandwidth demand during different time intervals. For normal distribution, time varying SVC can be represented $(N(T_i; \mu, \sigma_i))$ where each time interval $[T_{i-1}, T_i)$ is associated with a normal distribution of VM bandwidth demand $N(\mu, \sigma_i)$. In this case, link $L$ that carries the traffic of this SVC should have enough residual bandwidth during any time interval $[T_{i-1}, T_i)$. The inequality (1) should hold for the VM bandwidth distributions of every virtual cluster across link $L$ during each of their time intervals. In this paper, we focus on simple SVC model and leave time varying SVC in our future work. Our future work also includes characterizing the probability distributions of bandwidth demands from a variety of real workloads, and implementing and evaluating SVC in a real cloud environment.
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